We consider Grand Unified Theories in which the hierarchy between the unification and the Fermi scale emerges radiatively. Within the Pati-Salam framework, we show that it is possible to construct a viable model where the Higgs is an elementary pseudo-Goldstone boson, and the correct hierarchy is generated.
INTRODUCTION
The unification paradigm has motivated several extensions of the Standard Model (SM). Two time-honoured Grand Unified Theory (GUT) schemes stand out: the Georgi-Glashow [1] and the Pati-Salam [2] . The former minimally unifies colour and electroweak (EW) symmetries in a higher-rank gauge group such as SU (5) or SO(10) [3, 4] and predicts gauge-mediated proton decay. The current lower bound on the proton lifetime, set by SuperKamiokande to τ > 10 34 y [5] , translates into a lower bound on the unification scale of the order of Λ GUT 10 15 GeV, which is also the natural scale for the realisation of type-I seesaw models [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In the Pati-Salam model one unifies quarks and leptons by promoting the lepton number to the fourth colour. In this scheme the proton does not decay via gauge interactions, and therefore the previous bound does not apply. On the other hand, spin-one leptoquarks would mediate the K L → µ ± e ∓ decay that is severely constrained by experiments leading to a lower bound [11] M > 1.5 · 10 6 GeV on their masses. Consequently, the lower bound on the Pati-Salam unification is Λ PS > 1.9 · 10 6 GeV.
From experiments it is, therefore, clear that there are several well-separated energy scales involved in GUTs. At the very least, one needs the Fermi scale (where the EW symmetry breaks) and the scale where the theory unifies. These two scales are typically modelled via ad-hoc scalar sectors.
It would seem appealing to us if there were only one common scale for all the scalar sectors, with the Fermi scale emerging radiatively. We will show that such a scenario arises when the Higgs is an elementary pseudo-Goldstone boson (pGB) [12] . This opens the way to alternative scalar sector constructions in GUTs that we believe to be more natural than traditional ones.
A MINIMAL PATI-SALAM SETUP
We start with the Elementary Goldstone Higgs (EGH) scenario introduced in [12, 13] according to which the Higgs doublet lives in the SU(4)/Sp(4) coset, and the EW symmetry, SU(2) L ×U(1) Y , is embedded in SU (4) .
In comparison with the fundamental composite (Goldstone) Higgs idea [14] [15] [16] , the major differences are: the elementary case is amenable to perturbation theory; it is straightforward to endow the SM fermions with mass terms; it is possible to consider GUT extensions.
As minimal GUT extension of the EGH, we consider here the Pati-Salam framework. We show that the Fermi scale is radiatively induced while the GUT scale is held fixed to a phenomenologically viable value. Explicitly, we first extend the colour group to an SU(4) PS of leptocolour. Differently from the original Pati-Salam construction, we extend the global symmetry of the Higgs sector to be SU(4) χ rather than SU(2) L × SU(2) R . We indicate the full non-abelian structure by G = SU(4) χ × SU(4) PS . For simplicity, we consider only one generation of fermions and gauge the EW SU(2) L × U(1) Y subgroup of SU (4) χ . In the original work [2] , the full SU(2) L ×SU(2) R was gauged; the consequences of adapting this to the present model will be considered elsewhere.
We want to identify a minimal number of scalar degrees of freedom to achieve the desired symmetry breaking pattern and the radiative generation of the Fermi scale. We find this set to consist of two scalar multiplets with the following assignments with respect to G = SU(4) χ × SU(4) PS :
and thus the scalars transform under G as
where g ∈ SU(4) χ and h ∈ SU(4) PS . The most general renormalizable scalar potential then reads:
where
We parameterize P as
and M as
where the index a runs over the 15 generators of SU(4) PS and i over the 5 broken generators X i of SU (4) χ , and E is a fully antisymmetric matrix. The vacuum expectation value (vev) of M is then given by M = v 0 2 E. We have one more scalar that is required to acquire a vev, P = b 0 T 15 , to break the leptocolour group to SU(3) c × U(1) B−L . Minimising the treelevel potential we obtain:
These coupled expressions for the vevs of the two scalar fields would require couplings that are vastly different in value to be able to accommodate simultaneously the GUT and the Fermi scale. We will show in the next section that the Fermi scale can, de facto, be radiatively generated.
RADIATIVE FERMI SCALE
The symmetry breaking pattern SU(4) → Sp(4) has been studied at length in literature [16, 17] . The EW gauge group can be embedded in SU(4) in different ways with respect to the vacuum. We parameterise this freedom by an angle θ.
The matrix E in (6) is correspondingly replaced by E θ ,
For θ = 0, the EW symmetry remains unbroken and for θ = π/2 the EW symmetry directly breaks to U(1) Q . The specific value of θ must be determined dynamically once the EW and top quark quantum corrections are taken into account. As shown in [12, 13] 
Following [12] , in the MS scheme, the one-loop potential is
where M(Φ) is the tree-level mass matrix of the scalar fields that we denote collectively as Φ, computed using the background field method. The supertrace Str, is defined by
We have C = 3/2 for scalars and fermions, while C = 5/6 for the gauge bosons and we include contributions from the EW gauge bosons and the top quark. We fix the renormalization scale by requiring that the vev v = σ is given by the tree-level value v 0 while the one for p 15 = b is determined by minimising the full one-loop potential along with the dynamical value of θ.
Three states have the quantum numbers of the Higgs, i.e. Π 4 , σ and p 15 . In the numerical analysis we show that a small value of θ is radiatively generated. Therefore the observed Higgs is mostly the pGB Π 4 with a tiny admixture of σ, and it is constrained, in the minimisation analysis, to give the observed value of its mass.
We explore the parameter space (b, v, θ, λ M , λ M P , λ P 1 , λ P 2 ) by assuming the leptocolour breaking scale to be just above the experimental bound, i.e. b = 2.5 · 10 6 GeV 2 , and we check that the tree-level potential, Eq. (3), is bounded from below. In Fig. 1 we show the 2 We have also explored regions of parameter space where b is allowed to be significantly larger, e.g. b ∼ O(10 10 GeV). We find that it is still possible to have b ∼ v with vw emerging as a radiatively generated scale. 
resulting values of the scale v of the global symmetry breaking. The preferred values of v are roughly of the order of b, and this feature is reflected also in the Lagrangian mass parameters as shown in Fig. 2 . To produce the correct Fermi scale this implies that small values of the angle θ are favoured. We also find the distribution of quartic couplings shown in Fig. 3 . We see that the values of the quartic couplings are overall small, less than 10 −2 for all scanned points; in particular λ M P ∼ O(10 −4 ). Generally we can understand this as follows: The minimisation procedure gives a relation between the couplings of the scalar potential and the vacuum angle θ. In the limit of equal self-couplings 3 and v = b, we find λ ∼ sin 2 θ. Furthermore, we fix the mass of the lightest scalar to be 125 GeV. This is sensitive in particular to the coupling λ M P , explaining the restriction on its values as shown in Fig. 3 .
The numerical analysis shows that it is possible to find viable parameter space of the theory allowing to abide all the phenomenological constraints for a successful Pati-Salam extension of the EGH model 4 . 
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have shown that a dynamical mechanism, in the form of radiative corrections, can generate the desired hierarchy between the EW and GUT scales.
The natural starting point is the EGH model with the symmetry breaking pattern SU(4) χ →Sp(4) χ . Of the five GBs, three become the longitudinal components of the EW gauge bosons while the fourth one, via mixing with the radial mode, is identified with the observed Higgs particle. The remaining GB, Π 5 , can be a dark matter candidate [12] .
The heaviest states in the spectrum are the massive spin-one leptoquarks, whose masses are constrained by experiments to be above 10 3 TeV. The heavy scalars have masses O(10 − 100 TeV). The lightest states of the spectrum are the pGBs.
In this scenario all scalar self-couplings are generally very small and hence lead to testable consequences. In practice, measuring the trilinear Higgs coupling at the LHC [18] is sufficient to constrain this framework.
A more in-depth analysis of dark matter can be done following [12] . This would require adding a small SU(4) χ -breaking mass for Π 5 .
Another interesting avenue to explore is neutrino masses and mixings. One can, for example, accommodate right-handed neutrinos into the fundamental representation of SU(4) χ . This would naturally lead to Dirac masses for neutrinos. More generally, various see-saw scenarios can also be realised in this setup and studied in connection with collider phenomenology [19] . For of the scalar couplings are needed reducing the parameter space of the theory. This in not in contradiction with the results of [13] that favoured a lower scale for the vev of the σ-field and the scalar couplings were allowed to span a much larger parameter space.
example, one could gauge the full chiral symmetry subgroup SU(2) L ×SU(2) R (or even the entire SU(4) χ ). This would allow implementing the type-II see-saw mechanism [20] [21] [22] .
In addition, the scalar sectors could also drive cosmic inflation [23] [24] [25] known to also prefer small scalar self-couplings.
It is therefore clear from the above that new prospects are ready to be explored within the radiatively generated Fermi scale in GUT scenarios.
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